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INTRODUCTION

ft has been stated that almost every field in
physics possesses a few problems which merit particul-ar

attention because as a resul-t of their inherent simplicity,
they may eventual-ly be understood in a complete fashion.

The typical alkal-i halide crystal represents a remarkahle

medium for the study of crystalline imperfections. The

perfect alkal-i halide crystal is exceedingly simple in

structure, from the standpoint of both lattice and elect-

ronic systems. The crystals can be obtained with

comparative ease in a state of purity and reasonable per-

fection. They can also be subjected to a variety of

physical measurements which is al-most unique among available

materials. Moreover, they appear to exhibit in striking
form a large number of physical and chemical propertíes

of the type that are strongly influenced by the principal
crystalline imperf ecti-ons, namely, excitons , el-ectrons and

holes, vacant l-attice sites, impurity atoms and dislocations.
No other type of crystal has permitted so clear a vista
of the imperfection-determined properties.

A. region of great interest in the study of

alkali halides has been in the production of col-our



centers. Specinens colored hy the addition of

stoichiometric excess of alkali metal have occupied a

special- position in this study. This is príncipaÏLy bccause

of the rel-ative stability of the co-l oration, f or it is
associated lvith a specific chemical agent, the excess

metal, Thus one may coagulate the color centers, but to
bl-eech them out completely is extremely difficuLt. fn

contra.st, crystals colored by ionizing raciiations can be

bl-eached by providing conditions where electrons and

holes can annihil-ate one enother.

Additively colored crystals possess addiLional-

virtues. One can study complexes composed of electrons

and vacancies (F-centers ) , or of holes and vacancies

(V-centers ). Thus they permit the separation of effects

associated with F-centers from those ¿rising from V-centers¡

0n the other hand, a reasonably pure F-band can

be obtained Ín additively colored crystals only by

quenching them from temperatures wel-l above room temperature.

Un1ess the crystals are quenched, a fraction of the centers

v¡ill appeer as aggregates or precipitates. It is not known

to what extent the properties of the crystals a.re al-tered

as a result of the quenching procedure.



The analogy between the absorption spectra

produced in alkal-i hal-ides by x-irradiation or addítive

coloring is i-n most cases fairly clear. Coruesponding

bands in each can be classified as F, Ft, l{, R, V, etc.

fn the case of lithium fl-uoride the correspondence is
not so clear. One reason for this is that the F-band l-ies

at 25O r.;'V" and the first fundamental- absorption band, which

1s due to electrons raised from the fíl-led band fo a l-evel

cl-ose to the conduction band, lies at 120 m¡r. These

regions of the spectrum are relatively difficult to explore.

Another reason is that most of the bands of lithium
fluoride are nruch more stable at room temperature and at

higher temperatures than those of other alkali halÍdes,

and thus certain bands of an intermediate stability can

be observed which in other halides may be too short-lived
to be noti-ced.

Historically, the first observation of the

col-oration of alkali hal-ides was made by Goldstein (1) l-ate

in the last century. 
. 
The enti-re subject remained of passi-ng

interest until Pohl (Z13) and his co-workers subjected the

discoloration to an extenslve seri-es of measurements.

Review papers (415 16,7) indicate the amount of research

done to create a better understanding of these phenomena.
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i[odeJs for the various types of co]-or centers ' as proposed

by ScLLz(5), are shown in Fig. 1. These will be discussed
'ì ^+ ^nI cl, t¿ lt¡ c

In general , the al-kali hal-ides may be col-ored t

with the introduction of a F.b'.nd , eitLrer by the addition

of a stoichiometric excess of a1kali metal or by the use

of ionizing radiations. Both rnethods can produce F-center

densities as high as 1019 per cr:t3. These solids have atom

densities of IO22 - LO23 per cm3.

DeBoer (8) proposed that the F-center, was an

electron attached to a negative ion vacancy. He suggested

that when the alkal-i halides are heabed in the presence

of alkali metal- vapor, halide ions diffuse to Ëhe surface

of the crystal and combine with the atoms of the vapor to

form new layers of lattice. The valence electrons initially

attached to the alkal-i metal atoms wander into the crystal

and become attached to the negative ion vacancies.

Theoretical cal-culations and experimental- evidence have

given thls model considerable support.

--- c0r0R OJNTE4S qRopucEp BY _{,-RAYS

lulost of the al-kali halides have been colored

quite readily by exposíng the material to x-rays. Most

crystals show the bell-shaped F-bands in the visible pa::t

of the spectrum but in lithium ftuoride it is situated at

25o mþ.
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MODELS FOR COLOR CENTERS
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IvloLar (9) first examined closely the effect of

x-rays on various afkali halide crystals. He found that

the darkening produced attains a s¿turation val-ue which

depends on the bemperature and nature of the crystal as

welL as the i-ntensity of the x-ray beam. Some crystals

were difficult to color and l-ost their coloring rapidly

while others darkened easily and retained theÍr darkening.

The x-rrvs ¡l -^ ^æ^Ä,ra^rl ^h ^}r-arnr-inn lfand On thg ShOft¿ILçt Ja-r (¿J Þ cr¿Þ(J I.,/I tJtlr-L9çL.t CLIL d L/ÐvI yuIvIt L

wavelength side of the F-band and one on the long v/êve-

length side. These are designated as the V-band and the

M-band, respectively. I4ollwo (10)produced the V-band by

exposing bromide crystals to bromine vapor and hence

introducing a stoichiometric excess of bromine. He con-

cluded that a V-center is a hole trapped in a positive
j-on vacancy and there is an anal-ogy with the F-center.

The model proposed by Seitz (5) for the lvl-center is the

combination of an F-center with a pair of vacanci-es¡ i.e.

a positive ion vacancy and a negative ion vacarclr

Knox (11) modif ied this and gave as the l"{-center model- an

association of an el-ectron with a positive ion in a region

of two ion pair vacancies. Yet a third model, consisting

^f ^ ^^'i- ^fur d ydrr ur F-centehs u¡as proposed by Van Doorn and

Haven (12). Ilrie can conc]ude from this that the t{-center

is not as well- understood as the F-center.
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I¡lhen crystals which have been colored by

x-iruadiation are heated to a sufficiently high temperaturet

they bleach to the original col-orl-ess state. This 1s the

result of the recombination of the el-ectrons and hol-es which

were produced by the x-rays and then trapped to produce F

and V-centers.

--- ADDITTVE COLORING

The F-bands may be induced by heating the alkal-i

halides in the presence of al-ka1i metal vapor and cooÌing

quickly to room temperature (i.e. quenching). The crystals

¿lbsorb some of the alkali metal- during the Ìlrocess. The

col-oration produced is characteristic of the cryst'al and

not of the alkali metal used in the vapor. The V-band is
nn.F npncn¡r -nd i .fl l..ho r¡Ìâ\¡Õ+^_r õ ^û^ n,,^19þgd Sufficíent1yI¡U U yl'gÞgIf U d.flLf IJ- UIIV t/¿ y Þ tJd-LÞ d¿ \J Yusllurlsu Èru¿ ! rv¿v

rapidly the M-band does not erppe¿ìr. If the crystals are

cool-ed slowly after the heating process, the F-band is

accompanied by other bands associated with the presence

of col-loidal aggregates of the excess alkali metal. These

aggregates al-so appear if an attempt is made to bleach the

l--centers by heat. The coloration cannot be removed by

heat as was the case with crystals col-ored by x-rays.

Kteinshrod (13) showed that in KCI the absorption

coefficient of additiv.ely col-ored crystals is proportional

to the stoichiometric excess of the afkali metal.
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Smakula (14) showed that if a medium of refractive index

pr cont,ains a number no of absorbing centers per unit

vol-ume, which possesses a belJ- -shaped absorption peak

(i.e. F-centers), the relationship between the absorption

coefficient cr¡n at the center of the band, the concentration

of centers , and the width at half maximum of the band \¡,I

is 18m ¡¡ 1. 
rnrtof = ãffi2 sm r'ìr 

'

f is the oscil-lator strength of the absorbing centerso

f = 0.81 for KCl.

Additive coloring can also be produeed by

electrolysis. One end of the crystal is pierced with a
pointed el-ectrode which is the cathode. The contact anode

may be made by pressing a fl-at electrode against the

opposite side of the specimen. ff a current is passed

through the crystal at an efevated temperatürê I F-centers

emerge from the cathode and migrate toward the arodê.

Halogen gas ís given off at the anode.

---

If crystals are irradiated wíth F li;ht'i a neïI

band (Ft) appears on the long '¡I:.vefength side of the

F-band (15). Unlike the F-band its width is relatively
insensitive to temperature. Pick (f;) showed that for each

B
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light quantum absorbed Ín the F-band, two F-centers were

destroyed. Thís can be explained if the photoelectron

is captured by an F-center. Thus both the F-center from

which the photoelectron was rel-eased and the F-center by

which it is captured will be lost. ft fol-lows that the

Ft-center must be the resul-t of adding an electron to a

F-center. It u¡as al-so found that for each light quantum

absorbed in the F rband, two F-centers were created. A

restricted temperature range exists for the production of

Ft-centers. The temperature must be sufficiently high to

thermal-Iy move the excited F-center electron into the

conduetion band, but it must also be low enough to prevent

the two loosely bound electrons in the F1-center from being

thermally excited to the conduction band.

Two new absorption bands, the a and F-bandsr were

discovered by Delbecq, Pringsheim and Yuster (16)o and

these provided a val-uable tool for the study of color centers

in alkal-i halides. In additively colored crystals the ß-band

was found near the edge of the fundamental absorption band.

ft is closely rel-ated to the F-band, and diminishes in pro-

portion to the F-band if the crystal is F irradiated to
nrnrlrrna tr'?-na¡1Ngyg. When this happenS the O-band Appearsy¿ vuÉvv v¡¡vv¿ ur u{¡{v¡¡ v¡¿+v

just to the long wavelength side of Nhe B-band and grows in
proportion to the Fl-band. The c-band is associated with

halogen ion vacancies.
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Both bands are associabed with the excitation

of electrons from the val-ence band to wel-l- defined higher

l-evel-s not present in b he perf ect crystal, that is to

levels produced by F-centers and negative ion vacancies..

It is reasonable to assume that an el-ectron on the halogen

ions is excited to these bound l-eveLs when absorption

occurs in the c¿ and B-bands, for both the F-centers and

the negative ion vacancy can bind. an el-ectron not present

initially. That is, an exciton whicir is trapped at the

lattice imperfection is produced, the exeited electron

being more stable than in the perfect crystal because of

the attractive potential- fields occurf:rng near the halogen-

ion vacancy and the F-center. The hole associated ürith

the exciton lvhen the electron is bound to the lattice
defect remains bound.

--- BLE4CHING ANp TRANSFORMATToN 0F CEN',TERS

Glaser and Lehfeldt (17) found that F-centers

in additiveLy colored crystals may be made to coagulate

by white light irradiatj-on at temperatures above the range

in which Ft-centers are formed. The same happens when

additively colored crystals are cooled to room tenperature

slowly, The F-band can be completely destroyed in ùhis

hlay. In the early stages of this process the M-band forms.
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In this process the halogen ions must diffuse together.

The transport of vacancj-es must 'ie due to neutral pairs

since the negative ion vacancies are not sufficiently mobile t

as uias proved by diffusion measLlrements (4.). Photoelectrons

ejected from F-centers are trapped by centers from which

positive i-on vacancies may be rel-eased as a result of the

capture of electrons. These combine with ionized F-centers

and transport them to other F-centers to fortn aggregates.

Vrlhen the aggregates have captured a sufficient number of

photoelectrons these positive ion vacancies will be released.

.þcording to thís mechanism we should expect the centers

consisting of a pair of vacancies attached to an F-center

to appear very early among the products of aggregation

and hence to be clearly visible. Glaser and Lehfeldtts

data showed, that the ir{-band is one of the first products

of the process.

l.{ol-ar (9) found that l'[-centers appear wlth F-

centers vuhen the latter are produced by x-rays. Molar

irradiated the crystals with light in the F and M-bands

with a low intensity and his resul-ts corresponded to a

more refined study of the products formed in the iniüiaI
part of Gl-aser and Lehfeldtts investigation. Upon

irradiation he founci that the F and M-band can be trans-

formed i.nto one another. But unlike the F to Ft
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transformation a fraction of the intensity of both bands is

lost in each transforma'Lion. The l-ost absorption strength

appeers in a set of bands between the F and i{ åands , called

the R-bands. These are very stable and cannot be con-

verted into any of the other bands by light v¡hich they

absorb. These centers are the firsÈ aggregates of F-centers

and this suggests they are pairs of halogen ion vacancies

which have captured one and two electrons. B¡' analogy vrith

bhe facts for diatomic molecu.Ìes, vrle may suppose that

photoelectrons are not formecl when these centers absorb

l-ight. Instead the vacancies seperate somewhat so 'chat the

first excited state and the ground state get much cl-oser

together. The system then makes an al-most adiabatic

transition to the grcund state and returns to its Ínitial
condition. This is the reason for the stability of the

R-bands.

During the 1940ls Petroff (18) irradiated

additively colored crystals of potassium chl-oride with

F light. He produced " t{r. Rrand N-b¿rndsr the last situated

on the long wavelen6çth side of the M-band. Burstein and

Ober]y (19) also produced N-centers from cr5rs¡¿1. colored

by x-rays. The N-center. shoul-d be associated with a unit

containj-ng thi"ee halogen-ion vacancies, for the R and lt{-

centers exhaust the possibilities obtainable with two
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halogen-j-on vacancies. For example it coul-d.be a neutral

center consisting of three F-centers or an Rr-cenùer to

which a neutrel pair of vacancies has been aitactte¿. 0r

it coul-d be a positively charged center" obtained by adding

a halogen-ion vacancy to an R2-center or a neutraL Pair

to an Rl-center. '

--- coLtOrDS

Scott (ZO¡ and co-r^Iorkers have studied the changes

in some atkal-i helides additively colored induced by both

light and heat. fn some cases hea|ing and cooling pro-

duces smal-l col-loidal particles of the al-kali metaL in the

crystal, $¿vosti-anova (Zt) has cal-cul-ated where such a

colloidal band should lie. The band position depends upon

the size of the col-loids.

The type of aggregqtion with light alone at room

temperature is limited to Rr M, N and similer bands. If
one lrses liøht and heat a new Rr-band is seêrl¡ The Rt-band

is a combination of R, iU, N-bands and adclitional aggregates.

This is not a true cotloid band. If a crystal containing

dispersed F-centers is raised to a sufficiently high

temperatÌtre, the F-band decreases and the colloid band

increases.
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At high Lemperatures the F-band never disappears.

rin onrri'litp.i*rr iô an{-,,^ betr,^Ieen F-Cente1'S And COllOidS.¡UI eqLrII.LU¿-ILllrt ¿Ð Þ U tJ uP

:., ..1 - 1.. '. " :: h+' anrri'l ìhr i¿¡4 the F-band intensity depends on the temperature
.-::'.':l:-::.'.:..:.: Jl'v çYq¡+rw^

and not on the amount of excess metal present. The col-loid

centers behave as if they constituted a liquid or solid

^h^.ca nr t\s excess afkali metal- and the F-centers behave: . : -: PlfciÐ(t v¿ ut'
'j: :.r':. r^:' : ;':' as if they constituted a monatomic vapor in equilibrium with''.::
.i.: _ ,: ' 

.:_: ..-: ,:. :.:::::;';':l the solid or tiquid phase. Jidditional- information on the

mechanism by wliich F-centers coagulate show that the

colloidal- particles contain a.pproximately ten atoms.

--- BLEACHING OF X-TRRÀDT¿.TED CRYSTALS

/in appreciable portion of the definitil'e work

on bleaching of alkal-i kralides darkened. lV ionizing

ra-diation was carrÍed out by Przibram (22) and his co-lvorkers

in the 19201s. Bleaching, or partial bleaching' may be

accomplished by application of herlt, by light absorbed by

one of the bands, particularly the F-band r or by both

agencies in combination with rel-atively weak irradi¿ltion

with ionizing ra.diations.

Regardless of the temperature at ' v¡hich

darkeníng has occurred, bleaching occurs rapidly at first

and becomes increasingfy diffícult. Both the F end V-bands

decrease simultaneously with bleaching. The great
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difference between the high initial rate of bleaching and

the sl-ov.¡ terminal rate can be described by stating that

Èhere are 1?soft11 F-centers easy to bleach and hard F-centers

which persist. Possibly the difference is that the crystals

contain both F-centers and a mixture of two or more types of

V-centers lvhich are well- separated from one another but which

are not necessarily distributed uniformly, or the centers

may have been produced in highly locali.zed regions and are

sufficiently cl-ose to one another thaü some of the electrons

can tunnel to holes r particularly when the el-ectrons are

raised to an excited state,

The mechanisms of bleaching are not completely

understood but some understanding has been reached as to

the rol-es of the various types of V-centers. Much of the

preliminary research was done using potassium chloride

^-,.^+^ì -Ur J ùUd,J-Ð.

Casf er , Pringsheim, and Yuster (4) studied

bleaching in KCI crystals which had been x-irradiated at

liquid nitrogen temperatures and warrned above -l-00o0. The

results showed that the V1-centers disappear and the part

of the F-band which disappears does so because the holes

annihil-ate the electrons, The rate of bleaching decreases

when the easily availabl-e holes from the V1-centers are

exhausted, The V¿-band also vani-shes and produces some
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extra holes. Some V, and V3nenters may survive as these

centers are more stable.

ïn the study of thermal- bleaching one guiding

principle can be used with safety. The activation energies

for freei-ng electrons thermally into the conduction band

from F-centers are so large that this process can be dis-
regarded as a significant contribution to bleaching at

any temperature near or below room temperature.

Schneider (2ü examined the rate of thermal

bleaching of F-cenfers in KCI in the temperature range

between rooa temperature and l6OoC where no V1 or V4-centers

exist. Àgain a bleaching of soft and hard centers vras

observed but the mechanism is not known. Schneider also

studied optical bleaching in KCI- at roorn temperaüLr.ree

This depended on the light intensity and the fast process

seemed to be the capture of a photoelectron by a V2 -
center which possesses a hol-e that can be annihilated

without an activation energy. The slow process here

possibly is the joining of free el-ectrons with Vr-centers

if an activation energy is furnished by thermal quanta.

The conduction electron must overcome the repulsive electro-
static field which is associated with the V"-center,
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Casler , Pringsheim, a.nd yuster (Zt)
up to ZOOoC to observe V-bands obtained in KCI

The V2-band bleaches first whereas the V3-band

bleaching most strongly.

used temperatures

by x-irradi-ation.

resists

Another phenomenon which may contribute to the

progressi-ve increase of resistance to bleaching is the

development of l-ocal- space charges r,vhich prevent electrons
or hoLes from migratíng over the distance necessary to permit

annihilation of carrlers of opposite sign. Non-ldentical_

distributions of þ- and V-centers imply regions whích are

predominantly n and p-type and hence the presence of at
least incipient p-n junctions nrior to bleaching.

wannier (zs) saw the possible importance of these junctions

in affecting photocurrents. The bleaching process woul-d

accentuate these junctions since carriers leave regions

of opposite charge and go to regions of the same charge

untir the differences in potential become sufficientry
great to prevent the transfer. This was shown to be the

case by oberl-y and Burstein (26) who examined photocurrents

in KCl during bleaching of x-irradiated crystal_s by

irradiation in F-type bands. Photocurrents associated

with illumination in the F, R, 14, and Nåands were observed

and the magnltude of the current resulting from irradiating
in the F-band drops more rapidly than the absorption
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coefficient of light during bl-eachi-ng. This is what one

woul,d expect if the range of the electrons were limited by

the development of P-n junctions.

Alexander and Schneider (27) have investigated

the absorption in the v2 and vr-band region when cryst¿Is,

darkened by x-rays at room temperature, are irradiated

i,vith light absorbed both by these bands and by F-centers'

KCI crystals were used. The conclusiors drawn were as

foll-ows;

1) The initial_ decrease in the F-band occurs

lvith quantun efficiency near unity when bleaching r"rith

F light. Here the v-bands decrease rel-atively slowly;

most of the F-bancl drop i-s due to the forma.tion of R and

iuÍ-bands. The F-band later stabilizes, the quantum

efficiency for the decrease approaching .005. The rate

of decrease in the F and V-bands is comparable at bhis

stage

ù During V-band irradiation with light, the

v-bands decrease but the F-band does not. After irradiation

the V-bands recover to their original value in several

days. Possibly either the Y'2 ot v3-center possesses a

metastable excited state from r,vhich the system slowly

returns to the ground state. The holes are not freed and
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cannot annihil-ate electrons associated with the F-type

centers as occurs when Vf .centers decompose during warmi-ng
:-.-.
-.t',,,,,. frorn very low temperatures. The V3-center probably has the

metastable state since ihis center predominated in the

crystal specir.rens used,

3) frradiating F and V-bands simul-taneously

:.:.. greatly accelerates the bleaching of F and V-centers.
, , 

t 
mì^^ ¡r-^- - 1- -r ---The free erectrons may combine readily wiüh the metastable

V-centers, so that the Va-centers lose their resistance to

bleaching.

--- x-RAy COLoRATION 0F ALKAIT HAtrpE CRYSTALS ---
It has been wel-] known for some time that x-rays

decrease thg density of afkal-i hal-ide crystals by the

producbion of vacancy pairs and as a resul_t F-center and

V-center production. Following the demonstration of
Estermann, Lei-vo, and Stern (28) that the density of a KCl

crystal decreases upon being i-rradiated with x-rays, the

physical expansion that accompanies x-ray irradiation has

been measured in the al-kali halides by sensitive electroniq (39)

and photoelastic methods (30,31). The measurement of
Estermann, Leivo , and stern indicatecl that twice as many

vacancy pairs were created as tr'-centers, whÍle Lin observed

al-most perfect correspondence between F-centers. and vacancy

pairs. Lin (Zg) also observed a time delay of ZO 30



minubes before the crystal

after the radiation began.

this delay.

expansion could be detected

No other researcht,rs report

The observed decreases in crystal density which

accompany the formation of F-centers do not alone provide

A proof of deBoerfs model of the F-center, for the decreases

could conceivably be associated merely with an increase. in

the average lattice spacing of the specimens. Berry (lZ)

found an increase in l-attice dimensions but iþ accounted

for only about J percent of the increase in length of a

crystal upon irradiation with x-rays. Hence the greatest

part of the density change 1s due to the production of ion

vacancies.

F-center production by high intensity ionizing

radiations at room temperature occLrrs in several st'ag.eS

(ll-16), There is an initial rapicl production of F-centers

followed by a second stage of very slow F-center growth.

The sl-ow stage is then followed by a third stage in which

the production becomes relatlvely rapid. However, the

rate of production of F-centers in this stage is sLil-l much

l-ess than it was in the initial stage. The initial stage

has been attributed to the trapping of electrons by the

negative-ion vacancies initially present in the crystal'

¿v
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The number of F-centers after the first stage is from

The slower second and1016 to lOf7 o", cubic centimeter.

third stages have been attributed to the creation of new

negative'ion vacancies by the radiation, these new vacancies

are then converted to F-centers. The proposed model

lmplies that all- the negative-ion vacancj-es initial-ly present

in the crystal afe converted to F-centers. After exhaustion

of these vacancies, a slow growbh of the F-band continues

due to the production of new vacancies by the irradiation,
The final concentration of P-centers can be in exeess of

rd10-" per cubic centimeter.

The rate of production of F-centers in the first
stage is independent of the x-ray inüensity over a wide

range. The total first stage coloration however increases

with increasing intensity. The radiation produces F-centers

but it also bleaches some of them. An equilibrium val-ue is
reached which depends on the intensity of the radiation.

The rate of col-oration in the second stage is independent

of the intensity over a wide range whil-e in the third stage

it increases with i-ncreasing intensity. The intensity
dependence of the ühird stage coloration is not due to a

variation i-n the rate of production of new vacancj-es but

is due to a variation in the equilibrium number of F-centers

produced fron the new vacancies.
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Ner/\r vacancies are generated at a rate proportional-

to the square of the intensity of lrradiation and inversely

proporbional to the dislocation density. Deformation

i-ncreases the concentration of initial vacancies near dis-

locations, while heat treatment increases the concentration

of initial vacanci-es dispersed in the volume of the crystal.

Impurity aboms do not sizeably alter the x-ray induced

expansion of crystals.

Recently a new model was oroposed (96) explaining

how incident radiation produces positive and negative ion

vacancies and finally V and F-centers. This model- requires

further theoretical and experimental verification. Consider

the case of an edee dislocation in an aLicali halide.

s}ip

+ + ..+ + +
/ r \ tr \tt, ttl\ * / _\ * ,

Because of the missing

poeltive ion, the

plaae ground state of the

halogen ion at (1) wilL

be above the ve.Lence

band. An exciton

/ a\, ,\1]+ +' -' + + +

+++++

produced by an x-ray can ionize the hal-ogen ion. The

halogen atorn now can be pushed across the slip plane to the

site labelled ( e), This lowers both the compression strain

and the tension strain at the disLocation. Another exciton

may then p'.vide the energy Lo move a halogen ion from its
normaL lattice site to the posiNion vacaËed by the halogen
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atom. fn this way the vacancy escapes the immed.iate edge

of the dislocatj-on. The haì-ogen atom soon recaptures an

electron and oceupi-es a normal halogen site along the

edge of the dislocation. After a number of halogens have

elimbed onto the edge their charge wilL attract positive

ions from Èhe nearby l-attice; thus creating positíve ion

vacancies and maintaining the neutrality of the disloca-tion.

The net result is the climb of the dislocation and the

formation of highly concentrated negative and positive
ion vacancies in the wake of the dislocation. The el-ectrons

and holes produced by the x-rays can be trapped at these

vacanc j-es producing F and V-c?nters.

X-ray production of F-centers at liquid helium

temperatures (tZ) is primarily dependent on the type of

alkal-i halide and not on Lhe defect structure of the

particular specimen in contrast to observation at room

temperatu.rê. This resul-t indieates that the loui temperature

production of F-centers in a bulk property of the alkal-i
halide and occurs es a resul-t of hal-ide ion vacancies by

the ejection of hal-ide ions from their normal lattíce sites,
The e'ne¡r.gjr required to form a F-center at líquid hel-ium

ternperature for various alkal-i halide is in agreement r,rrith

the interstitial space availabl-e to accept the ejected

halide ion.
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-.- PÁRAIVIASNETTC RESOryÁNCE Oq F-CENTERS .IN TITÏ{TUM FIUORTDE

Since deBoerrs (8) original proposal in I93?

that the F-center i^ras an electron trapped at a negative

ion vacancy within an alkali halide crystal r and thus should

exhibit parama.gnetism, it has been shown through electron

spin resonance experiments that the F'center is para-

magnetic(:B). An unusuall-y broad resona.nce line has been

observed with a g value slightly l-ess than the free electron

g value (Zg-tt). g is the spectroscopic splitting factor

and it deterrnines the amount by which a degenerate energy

level is split in a magnetic field. For the free electron

spin g is 2,0023, The slight g shift v¡as explained ers

arising from a spin-orbit interaction between the electron

spin moment and the magnetic field due to its orbital
motion, r+hile the unusual- breadth was attributed to a

hyperfine coupling of the el-ectron with the neighboring

nuelei. Through the discovery of the electron-nuclear

double resonance (gillnOn) technieuêr Feher (4Zl proved Lhe

correctness of the interpretation given to the observed

resonance, and determined the hyperfine coupling of the

F-cl-ectrcn to the neishborins nucl-ei for F-centers in KGl.

The F-center is paramagnetic because of its
unpaired elecÈron. In a magnetic field there is a splitting
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r^rave field there wil-l be an absorption of energy. fn the

ENDOR technique the electron spín resonance is almost

saLurated with the microrirrave fiel-d. This decreases the

signal as the population of the energy leqels become more

nearly equal. Then an additional intense radio frequency

field is superimposed on the sample. Âs the frequency of

this f ield is v¿r.::ied, Lhe microwave signal changes whenever

the fieLd stimulates nucl-ear spin transitions betvieen the

Zeeman hyperfine level-s of the F-center electron. The

change becomes appreciable as this hyperfine interaction
t tresonance ? t of the neighboríng nucl-eus is saturated"

Since the nuclear l-ine width is approximately 20 kc/sec

in comparison to 110 Mc/sec for the electron line width,
+ 1.,.i ^ + ^^L.-.i ^.,,urr¿Ð vvvr*r.-rjuê improved the resolution by about four orders

of magnitude.

The F-center in LiÍ' is one of the color centers

in al-ka1i hal-ides which has been most thoroughly studied

both theoretically and experimentaLJ-y by megnetic resonance

using ENDOR (41). The pertially resolved 35-line hyperfine

structure existlng on the broad resonance line for the

(111) crystal axis parallel to the external maqnetic field,
uias shown to be consistent wltl the hyperfine splitting
constants obtained from ENDOR experi-ments (l+4).
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r-- ABSORPTION PANÐS IN tiF ---
col_or-center s'Ûudies have been confined mainly

to the face-centered cubj-c NaCl-type crystals (l-6) such

aS KCl, KBr, etc, No systematic studies of color-center

formation in the simple cubic CsCl type alkali halides

such as CsCl, CsBr and CsI have been pursued. In fact t

only recently have these crystals been subjected to

experiments (&5-48). Only small- modifications of the

col-or-centers Were observed when compared to those of the

NaCl-type crystals.

LiF is a face-centered cubic Na0l-type crystal

which has undergone fairly extensive examination. A number

of absorption bands and lines have been found in irradiated

LiF (t+g, 50). If the exposure to x-rays takes place at

room temperature, the F-bancl forrns at 250 nV, the lvl-band

at þ50 mpl , and the F låand at 6zo np.. Àt room temperature

the Fr-band is not stable and drsappears in a few hours

leaving a greatly .'cnhanced lvl-band. ff the LiF crystal is

exposed to x-rays at -19OoC, the F-band forms and also

a band at 3/+O mU, which disappears if the sample is heated

to 435oC. When the crystal ís warmed to room temperature

the F-band intensity drops I âñd the Fl-band forms. The

Ft-band subseqlrently disappears giving way to the M-band.

The M-band is very stabfe and unlike other alkali halides

cannot be bleaehed with M light to produce R-bands.



Prolonged irradiation hov¡ever produces low intensity R1

and R2-bands at JIJ mp and l8O m¡.1 respectively. Unlike
:. other alkali hal-ides a new band is produeed at ZZZ 

^V:; _.,_-.1.

when the crystal is bleached with F light. Another unique

property of LiF is the production of F -centers inrhen

err¡st,¡I.e :rrê ho¡f.ad Èn l,<nO^., vs4v q4v ¡rvú.vç\,¿ vv +¿u-C. ;'rt liquid nttrogen temperature
::':: there is an appearance of fine structure in a band at 380 mu

:i.:',..:: and of a weak line at 523 mV,,

A grea.ter understanding of the processes involved

in the formation of col-or-centers in LiF would be possible

if the centers formed by ionizing radiations could be

compared to those formed by the additive col-oration method.

To date, no studies have been made on col-or centers in LiF

formed by introductng.: a stoichiometric excess of alkal_i

metal-. This project v\ras an attempt to produce s.n F-band

in this way and thus provide additional evidence supporting
the rnodel for F-centers.
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TIIE PROJECT

--- CRYSTAT PREPaRIiTION

LiF bl-ank crystals in the form of discs l- cm Ín

diameter and 2 mm thick vrere used. Several" techniques were

used to produce F-centers and these are outlined below:

(a) Several crystafs v\¡ere irradiated with x-rays

'.^'i-^ ^ {-r¡nauÈ¿rr¿i c. vJI.,E 3'2LLL+ Norelco Fe Diffraction x-ray tube at

35 kev and l-0 ma for times ranging from l to L5 hours. The

tube dose rate was approximately 75 
'OOO 

roentgens per houf,n

(b) The apparatus shown in Flg. 2 was used in an

nt.t-amni- f ¡1 ¡¡1ì aø T i!ì a*-'-#¡'l q srlcl i f.'irral rr. ThiS appafatUSdUUçUIytJ \rv U\J-L(JI .!J.L.L' \/¿ yÐU(-:.¿Ð d.\l\i-rv!vçIJ

uias similar to that used by vanDcorn (5L), ft consists of

a nickel tube (length 24 cflr diameter 2.5 cm) r open at one

end. It can be closed by means of a lid with rubber packi-ng.

The lid has a tube attached to it, through which it is
nossi hl o to ovacuate the nickel- tube and admit argon to anyv v qv su vv u^¿v

daqir-ad Ìr?.êqcqre. The nickel cOntainer fOr the crystal iSlJ¿ vvv$À vt

fastened to the lid by neans of a nickel wire. The l-ower

end of the tube can be heated Ín a furna.ce while the

ltnner enrl een ho nool od hw w¡ter Ìlåssi nr¡ +L'ø^'r-l'r nnnnefqlJIJçr çr¡v vcL¡¡ uçt vvv!ç\,( uJ vvcLvç¿ yct-ù¿¡¡ó v¡¡¿ vqór¡ vvlrr

coil-s.
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The action within the apparatus is as follows:

ff a small- piece of metal- [",g. lithium) is put in the tube,

the .l-ower end of which is heated, the meta] starts boiling.

The vapor rises and finally condenses in the cool part of

the tube. Liquid metal flows down the wall until it enters

a hotter part where it vaporizes again, etc. A steady

circulation of metal will be established, liquid flowing

dolvnwards ¿long the wall and vapor upwards in the middLe

of the tube. This circiul-ation zone separates pure metal

varÐor in the lov¡er part from pure prrgon admitted to the

upper part. Because pressure equillbriwi exists, the pressures

of the argon and bhe metal- vapor are equal which gives a

tnethod of regulating thc latter. A.n advant€r.ge of this
technique is that since the lid is kept cool-, the tube

can be opened quickly which enables the crystal to be

quenched in about l- second,

The following procedure was used in attempts to

col-or LiF crystals in Li and K vapor. .¿ìbout a gram of
the al-kali metal was put in the cold tube a.nd the container

with t,he crystal inserted. nfter evacuating completely for
several minutes, argon vlas admitted to pressures ranging

from 20 to 100 mrn. VanDoorn (5I) used simil-ar pressures

to obtain a high concentration of F-centers. The lower

end of the tube üras then heated to 700oC. Heating was
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continued for about an hour, after '¡hich argon was admitted

to a pressure of 1 atrnosphere , the tube opened, and the

crystal and its container transferred to a quenching bath

of carbon tetrachl-oride.

( c ) Blank LiF crystals were taken and thin
layers of Ii evaporated onto one or both sides, the operation

taking place in vacuum. A layer of silver v¡as evaporated

onto the crystals over the LÍ to prevent oxidation of the

Labter, Some of the lithium probably diffused into the

silver and through the silver to evaporate but it r¡ras hoped

that a sufficlently high density of liehium ;ìtoms (approxi-
r- "n2? -^)a\ .mately IOL' - LO4)) remained at the crystal surface. The

crystals thus treated were placed in the nÍckel tube and

heated at a tempera.ture of 500oC for times ranging from

l-0 minutes to 2 hours. The heating took plac.e in an argon

atmosphere at pressures of 50 to 150 mm" ¡ifter cooling in
air it rvas observed that the Li had disappeared leaving only

the Ag layer, which ',vas subsequently removed.

(d) Jn an attempt to i.ncrease still further the

concentration of al-kali metaL atoms at the tiF crystal

surface, several crystals were dropped into a bath of

molten lithium. .A,gain the nickel- tube was used and Ít uias

kept aù a temperature of 500oC for df minutes. ;lrgon was



admitted into the tube at a pressure of 50 - l-00 rnm. After

treatment the crystals were cooled in air. They were not

o.uenched because of the lithium suruouading the crystal and

the difficulty in removing the crystal from the tube

quickly.

--- TRANSI{mSI-QN }[E¡.SUREI',{ENTS

The transmission properties 'of the samples were

studied with a Bausch and Lomb grating monochromator

coupled to a high pressure hydrogen lainp as the source and

to a RCA 1P2B photomultiplier tube and gelva.nometer circuit
as the detector. The physical arrangernent of the crystal

with respect to the spectrophotometer is illustrated in

Fig. 3. Light from the monochromator at any desired w¿r.vê-

length passes through a small circular hole and is detected

using the photomultiplier and galvanometer, By means of a

sliding apparatus the crystal is placed in front of the

hol-e and the intensity of light transmitted through the

crystal and observed by the photomultiplier is reeorded.

fn this wây r the percentage transmission of light through

the crystal ean be determined at any wevelength. Some

light is also refleoted at the crystal surfacc 
' 

the amount

depending on the condition of the surfaces.
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Iúieasurements of LiF crystals were tnade at wave-

lengths from 2OO rn¡r to J6O n¡t". The l-ower l-imit was dictated

by the diminishing intensity of the ultraviolet tight source

while the uÌlper l-imit wes due to the decrease of photo-

-,.'l+i.-'ìì^n -i+-i-,.ì+-, Tr tiris ranse the band width offilL¿¿tJIy-Lltir Ðç,rIÐ-LUIV -Lr/J ó -Ll¡ v¡rlu ¡ q¡¡õv v

the linht emerging from the exit slit of the monochromator
i'

was approximately 5 An$stroms using a .sl-it width of ,l mtîo

The observations Ì{ere carried out ín a dark room to efimi-

náte stray light effects from external sources. The long

wavelength part of the spectrum (400 m¡r to J6O rnp") was

covered using a glass fil-ter at the exit slit in order bo

el-iminate the second orcler diffraction from the grating.

Before making any measurements, the calibration of the

monochroma.tor was checked in the visible regions, usi-ng the

line spectrutn from a mercu.ry lamp.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A total of about 70 crystal blanks were used and

the transmission spectrum examined for about L5 of these.

ft was felt unnecessary to examine every blank in this way

because of the prart Lcally exact correspondence of the

spectnxn from one sample to another. Typical transmission

curves for the untreated crystals are shown in Figs. & and 5.

The transmission spectrum of several x-írradiated

crystals was examined and typical results are shown in Fig. 6.

In the curve shown the l-ithium fluoride crystal r^ras exposed

to x-rays for 2 hours and received approximately l-50 1000

roentgens. Longer exposure to the radiation enhances the

bands already presen| but produces no new ones. The F-band

is seen to occur at 2f0 mp as observed by other workers (50).

The smaller absorption band at 450 mpi has been identified
as the lvl-band (50).

i.n attempt was made to introduce F-centers into

the crystal samples by heating in an alkal-i me|al vapor,

Potassium chlorlde crystals were first used and these

acquired a deep violet coloring very easily. However, no

success was obtained by this method when l-ithium fluoride

crystals were used. The nickel tube temperature was varied

as i^ras the time of heating. Lithium, sodium, and potassium

metal vapors were used, all to no avail-,
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Some of the difficulby in producing F-centers in

tithium fluoride crystals can be attributed to the fact

that these crystals are the most stabl-e of the alkal-i

halides. The cohesive energy of lit'hium fluoride is

zt+t+ k, callmole whil-e that of KCI and KBr is 168 and 161

k, cal/mol-e respectively (57). In the generally accepted

model for the formation of F-centers there is an adsorption

of alkal-i metal atoms to the crystal surface followed by

the movement of a lattiae hal-ide ion to a position next

to the metal atorn producing a new crystal layer. Because

of the stability of Ìithium fluoride crystals more energy

is required to move the halide ion to the surface than

in other al-kal-i hal-ides.

The transmission curve on Fig. 7 shows the effect

of an evaporated film of l-ithium on the. surface of a l-ithium

fluoride crystal. I{any samples (about 20) were trea-ted in

this way. Not all- showed the complex three component

structure with two resolved components at 210 and 240 mP t

together with a third (unresol-ved) component producing the

infl-ection at about 2)O r!V. Those which did not ' exhibited

either the two peaks at 210 and 240 mP or a single broad

absorption peak in the range 200 to J00 m¡-r,'

¿s mentioned before a layer of silver was

evaporated over the lithium layer to prevent the latter
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from oxidizing when exposed to air. AIso the lithium

uiquld not have remained on the crystal surface during

heating if the silver had not been deposited. That Some

of the lithium is incorporated into the crystal l-attice

is evidenced by the curve shown on Fig. 7.

The possibility that the silver diffusing into

the crystal caused absorption in the ultraviol-et region

of the spectrum hras also explored. Fig. I shows a comparison

of the transmission properties of a blank l-ithium fluoride

crystal , a crystal- on which lithium and sil-ver were evapo-

rated, and a crystaf on which only silver was evaporated.

The two treated crystals were heated together in the

nickel- tube and as a resul-t each underwent the same

treatment, except for the evaporated metal films. As seen

in Fig. I the lithium treated crystal shows some structure

at 2]-O and e/+0 mp while the silver treated crystal shows

only slight absorption in the saffiê regÍon. This slight

absorptlon could be due to silver ions being incorporated

j-nto the crystal lattice in much the same way as lithium

atoms do when F-centers are formed. In this case the

silver atoms would produce some F-centers. However, when

lithium and a silver layer are both applied, the density

of the sil-ver would be much lower at the crystal surface

and hence the probability of sil-ver j-nduced F-cent,ers

would be decreased.
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ris sean in Fig. B some decrease in transmission

is shown in the visible region of the spectrum even though

it is not as pronounced as in the z5a n$ region. This

decrease is due to surface reflection. The heat treatment

scarced and pitted the crystal surface quÍte extensiveì-y,

rt was possible to polish the surface but as this would pro-

bably remove the F-centers at the crystal surface this bras

not done. The effect of poì-ishing these Lithium treated

crystals wil-l be discussed later.

ris mentioned before the modeL for the formation

of F-centers is the adsorption of an arkal-i metal atom on

the crystal surface followed by the movement of a lattiee
ha.lide ion to a position next to the metal abom producing

a nehr crystal layer. The al-kaLi atom is ionized and the

electron is captured by a negative ion vacancy forming an

F¡center. The ionization energy of a potassium atom is
4,32 e.v. while that of a ]ithium atom is 5,36 e.v. Hence

less energy is required to incorporate potassium into the

crystal. This metal tves deposited on the surfaee of a

lithiun. fluoride crystal. tlhen an attempt was made to

deposit the silver layer, the heat from the mol-ten metal

eaused the potassium on the crystel surface to me1t. ¡is

a result the silver coul-d not be deposited on top of the

potassfum.
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Treating the l-ithium fl-uoride crystals by

dropping them into a bath of molten lithium also produced

an absorption band in the region from 200 mp, to 260 mp".

This is illustrated in Fig. 9. This spectrun is sirnilar
to the one on Fig. 7 , but it shows less structure.

The transmission spectrum on Fig. 6 clearly shows

the F absorption band at ZJO mp". Figs. 7, I and 9 shows

absorption in this same region but no single clear band is
in evidencê. The structure occurring on Figs. 7 and I is

afso difficult to explain. An added proof to the existence

of F-centers in our samples, a paramagnetíc resonance study

uias undertaken. The resul-ts obtained are as shoun in
Fig. 10. In Fig. l-08 is seen the resonance resulting from

a sample of powdered líthium fluoride which had been

x-irradiated for 20 hours. This resonance r^ras clearly due

to the intense F-band that had been þroduced by the x-râfsr
The absorption of microüiave energy due to the F-center in
LiF has been observed by other investigators ( ¡B-[f).
Fig. 104 shows the resonance observed using a lithíum fluoride
crystal whích had been heated in molten lithium. The crystal
surface was removed in powdered form to use as the sample

in the resonance experiments. The position of the

resonance in the latter case occurred at exactly the

same magnetic field as that due to the F-center in the
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x-irradia|ed crystal. Fig. 10 shows that the width of the

resonance line obtained using the crystals treated in

molten lithium is greater than that obtained when the

x-irradiated, sampl-es were used. This may be due to an

interaction of the F-centers with one another in the lithium

treated crystals. As seen on Fig. 9 the percentage trans-

mission through these crystals is close to zeTo between

200 and ll¡O m¡r and since the color centers are situabed

near the Crystal surface the density of the centers must

be greater than ip the x-irradiated crystals. Possibly

the structure seen on Figs. 7 and I can efso be attributed

to this interaction of the centers. The fact that the

F-centers occupy only a thin layer near the crystal slir-

face I^Ias determined by removing small layers of material

from the crystel and again checking the üransmission

spectrum. The thickness of the layer containing F-centers

is approximately ,OO? inches.

The appropriate number of F-centers in the

x-iruadiated LiF crysLals can be determined by using

Smakulars formula (14) as previously discussed.. The F-

center density in the crystal x-irradiated for 2 hours whose

transmission spectrun is shown in Fig. 6 was found to be

3.6 + .6 x lO17 per ctrL3 , assuming a uniform distribution
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of centers throughout the crystal volume. In actual fact

the density will be higher near the surface of the crystal

that was exposed to the x-ray source. It is very difficult

to estimate the number of F-centers in the crystals heated

in molten l-ithium since a wefl defined hand is not present.

However, due to the fact that the transmission is essentially

zero from 200 to 2/+0 mp, and Since the F-cerrters are con-

centrated in a surface layer .002 inches thick, it can be

concluded that the F-center density near the surface is

substantially higher than that in the x-íruadiated crystals.

In c rystals treated with a surface layer of lithium the

nurnber of F-centers will be l-ess than in those heated in

molten l-ithium. This is indicated by a higher transmission

of light in the 25O nþ region. Bub the F-center clensity

w:ill probably be greater than 1ot7 per cm3 because they

occupy only a thin layer nerlr the crystal surfece.

/rdditively col-ored crystals exhibit much more

resj-stance to bl-eaching than do x-irradiated crystals.

The effect of heat bleaching on the F-centers in a lithium

fluoride cr¡r5N¿f heated in molten lithium is shown in

Fig.ll"Heatingfor32hoursat26aocdidnotaffectthe
absorption between 2OO and 25O n$, The remaining region

of the specÈniln is marked by a lower transmission but this

uras changed quite easily by polishing the crystal surface.
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It Seems that t,he heat has not bleached out any F-centers

but has merely cl-ouded the surface slightly. I[ore careful

polishing of the crystal after heabing is the reason the

transmission is higher than before the heat treatmont.

0n the other hand, heat bleaching x-irradiated

crystals produces a marked decrease in the number of F-

centers present. This is illustrated by the transmission

curves shown in Fig . L2. ¡rl-lowing the crystals to be

exposed to sunlight during the daytime for abouL la I year

produced an increase of t+ + I percent, i'e' from 26/' to

3O/r, in the transmission at the center of the F-band'

Heating the crystal for l- hour at 23OoC icroduced an increase

of 11 percent, i.e. from 30% to 4L/' at 25O nV. Às â crude

approximation it can be stated that I hour of heating at
n'noô {^ ^^rf ivalent to allov,ring the crystal to stand/.)v \J -Lil lJYU.LVL¿g¡¡V uv Q¿¿

exposed in the laboratory for 2 years. Henee heating the

crystal for 32 hours would approximately be equivalent to

ó0 years. Applying this to the results shovn on Fig. 11¡

it is seen that 60 years of exposure in a l-aboratory will

probably produce no observable decrease in the F-center

density of lithium fluoride crystals heated in molten

l-ithium.
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The fact that the lithium treated crystals do not

bleach as easily as do x-irradiated qry;tals may be of some

practical importrnce, Such crystals could be used as

filters (ll) in the 25o np region. For example one could

filter out the 251+ m$ line in the Hg spectrum but pass the

365 nV line. Due to l-imitations. in the apparatus used

the transmission spectrun below 200 m¡r, could not be examinedr

Hence it is not known what properties such a filter would

have in this region.
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COi{CLUSTONS

The evidence from the absorption spectra and

electron spin resonance data suggests that we have sueceeded

in prod.ucing the F absorption band in LiF single crystals

arising from stoichiometric excess of lithium. Thís in

turn provides aclditional evidence that the F absorption

band arises from the presence of negative ion vacancies

and associated eLectrons. The F-band produced in this way

has been shown to be much more stable against high temperaËures

than that produced by x-iruadiation. This 1s of some

practical importance sinee it coul-d possibly be used as a

filter¡ The structure shown in some of the transmission

spectra and the unusual width of the electron spin resonance

line suggests some interaction between the F-centers in the

prepared sampl-es. This is supported by the fact that the

F-center density is substantially higher in the crystals

treated in molten lithium than in the x-irradiated crystal.

Ã"
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